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1. Charge of the Committee—Dr. Rasch reviewed the charge of the committee posted on the COE website.

2. Consideration of proposal from Ms. Jennefer Khattabi from FLE 4XXX to establish permanent course number.
   Dr. Senokossof moves approval, Dr. Sampson seconded. Motion carried. Ms. Khattabi will forward the syllabus to Dr. Lang and Dr. Senokossof will present it at College Council on Friday for approval. Then it goes to Undergraduate Council.

3. Title Change for RED 5240. The course has already been approved through College Council and the Graduate Council. Based upon new FL DOE regulations, the proposal before C and P now is to change the number and the title to reflect current requirements from the FL DOE that differentiated reading instruction included in the course. These changes make this course eligible for the reading endorsement and/or RED 6116. The course name proposed to reflect those changes is now Foundations of Differentiated Reading Instruction.
   Dr. Senokossof moved that we approve the name and number change. Ms. Khattabi seconds. Motion carries. The course will be presented to College Council.

4. Dr. Braun, representing Undergraduate Council, indicates that monthly Tampa campus has to post changes for courses, as do we.
   She emphasized that it is important that we keep up with what Tampa is doing. We need to go in and review what is on the Tampa campus website that could impact our courses. Go to the Undergraduate Council link and click on Tampa courses. If we think it does, the Curriculum and Program Committee needs to identify how it would impact us, send it to Undergraduate and Graduate Council to let them know. Council members agreed to monitor and report:

   November—Dr. Rasch
   December—Ms. Khattabi
   January—Dr. Senokossof
   February—Dr. Sampson
   March—Dr. Michael

   The prefixes that need monitored are:

   MAE
   RED
   EDG
   EDF
   LAE
5. Future Meeting Times --Meeting times—December 12, 2006 at 2:30 p.m.